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Outlook 2016 For Dummies (Outlook for Dummies)For Dummies, 2015

	Be more productive and simplify your life with Outlook 2016!


	Ever feel like you're drowning in your inbox? Outlook 2016 For Dummies helps you lower the metaphorical water levels by quickly prioritizing incoming email. Instead of wading through messages and tasks all day, use Outlook as it was intended—as a...
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Network Simulation Experiments Manual (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Networking technologies and concepts are often difficult to explain, even through careful description and well thought out examples. One method for making this information "stick" is done by creating an environment where networking professionals and students can visualize how networks work, utilizing a software tool that simulates the...
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Workplace Safety and Health: Assessing Current Practices and Promoting Change in the Profession (Occupational Safety & Health Guide Series)CRC Press, 2014

	Are the tried and true safety practices still effective in the changing workplace? Is there a better way of safeguarding employees from accidents and injuries? In short, why do you perform the safety activities that you do on a daily basis and do they produce the results necessary to keep your safety program and your company competitive in...
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End-to-End Game Development: Creating Independent Serious Games and Simulations from Start to FinishFocal Press, 2009

	In the award-winning AMC television series Mad Men, set in the early 1960s, a mysterious and massive machine shows up one day in the offices of the advertising agency Stirling Cooper. The machine is a Xerox photocopier, and the workplace is about to change forever. Previously, document duplication was done with a mimeograph, a hand-cranked...
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What Every Engineer Should Know About Career ManagementCRC Press, 2008

	Thanks to their education, experience, and general philosophical orientation, many engineers fail to notice critical issues in the workplace that can directly impact their career advancement and day-to-day job satisfaction. This text focuses on career management, and the accompanying importance of human and social interactions in the office....
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60 Second Self-Starter: Sixty Solid Techniques to get motivated, get organized, and get going in the workplace.Adams Media, 2008

	If you want to become known on the job as a self-starter or maintain

	the habit of easily self-starting, this book is for you. Jeff Davidson

	has structured The 60 Second Self-Starter so that each of the

	sixty tips, one tip for each minute in an hour, can be absorbed in

	about a minute or less.





	Jeff and I both feel...
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Drug Abuse HandbookCRC Press, 1997
It is my hope that this book will be used both by scientists and the policymakers who determine where the research dollars are spent. Anyone who takes the time to read more than a few pages of this Handbook will encounter quite a few surprises, some good and some bad. The good news is that during the last decade, a tremendous amount has been...
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Learning, Working and Living: Mapping the Terrain of Working Life LearningPalgrave Macmillan, 2006
Debate about organization and workplace learning has now moved on from viewing learning as a way of fostering control. This book suggests that by focusing on learning as a way of living, the needs of production can be reconciled with the need for employees to have satisfying engagement with their work.

This book draws together two...
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Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook: Build Rich, Customizable Enterprise 2.0 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Oracle WebCenter is the leading-edge product for developing nextgeneration enterprise portals and composite applications with Web 2.0 in mind. This book introduces you to the aspects of developing WebCenter applications and enriching those applications with social computing services, including discussions, documents, blogs, wikis, tags, and...
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Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational IssuesIRM Press, 2004
Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational Issues brings together examples of the latest research from a number of international scholars addressing a wide range of issues significant to this important and growing field of study. These issues are relevant to the wider society, as well as to the individual, citizen, educator, student...
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Naked Employee, The: How Technology Is Compromising Workplace PrivacyAMACOM, 2003
Most people would be startled to know the many ways in which their employers are capable of intruding on privacy. Huge technological advances are steadily shrinking workers’ personal space, and it’s up to individuals to know which parts of their daily lives may fall under the corporate magnifying glass.

Corporations have the...
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The Power of Culture: Driving Today's OrganisationMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Organisational culture is one of the most powerful performance levers available for managers. It can drive strategy and productivity, but if mishandled or ignored it will destroy gains and sabotage change.

Yet most managers are either unable or unwilling to harness the power of culture, thereby missing a critical opportunity to turn the...
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